THANKS FOR VISITING UNIVERSAL @ APEX 2018!
This year's IPC APEX Expo in San Diego, CA was a great success for Universal Instruments,
thanks to visitors like you! We truly enjoyed the opportunity to meet with you and we extend
our sincerest thanks for taking time to stop by our Booth 3141 to see what's new from
Universal. We really appreciate your interest in Universal's solutions portfolio.
Since the booth was very busy, we want to make sure that you got all the information you
needed on how Universal can help solve your specific production challenges.
Below are the products we featured on the booth, with links for additional information.

** In case you missed the demonstration on our booth, click here
to see the extended range of non-standard components that Uflex™ can place! **

Ultimate flexibility. Simplified automation.
Uflex™ features a revolutionary architecture that enables user-level programming and field
reconfigurability to speed time to market and dramatically shorten the payback period.

Find out more

Odd-form assembly made standard.
FuzionOF™ delivers unmatched performance for a diverse range of pin-in-paste odd-form, surface
mount odd-form and standard surface mount applications.

Find out more

Build better. Build more. Spend less.
FuzionXC™ redefines capacity and utilization with more than twice the feeder inputs of traditional
surface mount platforms to maximize productivity while reducing costs.

Find out more

Build your best product with help from the APL!
Experts from Universal's Advanced Process Lab (APL) were on-hand to discuss your specific materials
and process challenges. The APL offers comprehensive research, analytical and advanced assembly
services which enable manufacturers to realize rapid product introduction, maximize yield and optimize
reliability. Partner with the APL and take your product from concept to reality!

Find out more

HOW CAN WE HELP?
Please let us know if you'd like any further information on our booth offerings, or any of our
other solutions. Our sales team will be happy to help with any questions you may have.

Thanks again for visiting us at the IPC APEX Expo. We look forward to hearing
from you!

